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 સ[ન્સેક્s સળંગ છઠ્ઠા દિસ[ ધી 34000 પોઇન્ટ ઉપર બધં, નિફ્ટી પણ 

10450િી ટે કનિકલ પ્રનિકારકિે ક્રોસ 

બાયતીમ ળેયફજાયભાાં આજન દદલવ આઇટી ળેવસ ભાટેન યહ્ય શત. આઇટી 
ન્ડેક્વ 391.52 ઇન્ટ (3.18 ટકા) ઊછી 12717.40 ઇન્ટની વાટીએ ફાંધ 

યહ્ય શત. ઇન્ડેક્વ ફેઝ્ડ 59 ૈકી 38 સ્ક્રીપ્વભાાં સધુાય નોંધામ શત. ફીએવઇ 

વેન્વેક્વ વતત છઠ્ઠા દદલવે લધી 160.69 ઇન્ટના સધુાયા વાથે 34000 

ઇન્ટની વાટી લટાલલાભાાં વપ યહ્ય શત અને 34101.13 ઇન્ટ ફાંધ યહ્ય 
શત. નનફ્ટી-50 ણ 41.50 ઇન્ટના સધુાયા વાથે 10450 ઇન્ટની ટેકનનકરી 
યેઝઝસ્ક્ટન્વ વાટી રવ કયી 10458.65 ઇન્ટ ફાંધ યહ્ય શત. દયનભમાનભાાં ભડી 
વાાંજે જાશયે થમેરા ડેટા અનવુાય પેબ્રઆુયી ભાવભાાં આઇઆઇી લધી 7.1 ટકા 
(2.1 ટકા) નોંધામ છે. જ્માયે દયટેર ફુગાલ ભાર્સ ભાવભાાં ઘટી 4.28 ટકા 
(પેબ્રઆુયીભાાં 2.44 ટકા) નોંધામ છે. તેની ણ ભાકેટ વેન્ન્ટભેન્ટ ઉય ઝઝદટલ 

અવય યશલેાન આળાલાદ ભાકેટભાાં વેલાઇ યહ્ય છે. ઉલ્રેખનીમ છે કે વેન્વેક્વે 

વાંગ છ દદલવની વાંગીન સધુાયાની ર્ારભાાં 1082 ઇન્ટન આકસક સધુાય 
નોંધાવ્મ છે. 

 

 ઈન્ફોનસસ: િફો 28% ઘટયો, ડૉલર આક 1.9% ધી 
નાણાકીમ લસ 2018 ના ર્થા ક્લાટસયભાાં ઈન્પનવવન નપ 28.1 ટકા 
ઘટીને 3690 કયડ રૂનમા યહ્ય છે. નાણાકીમ લસ 2018 ના ત્રીજા 

ક્લાટસયભાાં ઈન્પનવવન નપ 5129 કયડ રૂનમા યહ્ય શત. 
 

નાણાકીમ લસ 2018 ર્થા ક્લાટસયભાાં ઈન્પનવવની આલક 1.6 ટકા લધીને 

8083 કયડ રૂનમા યશી છે. નાણાકીમ લસ 2018 ત્રીજા ક્લાટસયભાાં 
ઈન્પનવવની આલક 17794 કયડ રૂનમા યશી શતી. 
 

નાણાકીમ લસ 2018 ના ર્થા ક્લાટસયભાાં ઈન્પનવવની ડૉરય આલક 1.8 

ટકા લધીને 280.5 કયડ ડૉરય યશી છે. નાણાકીમ લસ 2018 ના ત્રીજા 

ક્લાટસયભાાં ઈન્પનવવની ડૉરય આલક 272.8 કયડ ડૉરય યશી શતી. 
 

ક્લાટસય દય ક્લાટસયના આધાય ય ર્થા ક્લાટસયભાાં ઈન્પનવવના એઝફટ 

4272 કયડ રૂનમા યહ્યા છે. ક્લાટસયના આધાય ય ર્થા ક્લાટસયભાાં 
ઈન્પનવવના એઝફટ ભાર્જિન 24.3 ટકાના મકુાફરે 24.7 ટકા યહ્યા છે. 

 

http://gujarati.moneycontrol.com/india/stockpricequote/computers-software/infosys/IT


 

gyi s¼tihmi> Nifty Api[T :-

uprmi> 10519.90 an[ n)cimi> 10328.50 ni[ Biv ji[vi mÇyi[ hti[. 

 

  

 

 

 

  

aigli s¼tihmi> Nifty Api[T: 

10,580 n& mhRvn& l[vl C[ jyi> s&F) ai l[vl pr close nh) aip[ Ryi s&F) uCiL[ v[cvil) ji[vi mL[ 10,580 pr close aipti 10,800 s&F) ni[ Biv aiv) 

Sk[, n)cimi>  10,380 n)c[ close aipti 10300 Y) 10160 s&F) ni[ Biv aiv) Sk[. 

aigli s¼tihmi> Banknifty Api[T: 

24,700 ni[ mjb&t support C[ 24,800 n) r[[ºjmi> Kr)d) kr) Skiy 24,700 ni[ sl riKvi[ uprmi> 25,400 Y) 25,700 s&F) ni[ Biv aiv) Sk[,jyi> s&F) 

25,700 upr close nh) aip[ Ryi s&F) uCiL[ v[cvil) ji[vi mL[. 

 

 

 

 

  

NIFTY WEEKLY CHART 

BANKNIFTY WEEKLY CHART 

COPPER WEEKLY CHART 

COPPER:-  :-  uCiL[ 457 ni sl Y) v[ciN kr) Skiy 

n)cimi> 435 s&F) ni[ Biv aiv) Sk[ GTiD[ 420 ni sl Y) 

Kr)d) krv) uprmi> 435 Y) 440 ni[ Biv ji[vi mL[. 

 

 

CRUDE OIL :-  GTiD[ 4044  ni   sl Y) Kr)d) 

kr) Skiy uprmi> 4430 upr b[ (dvs close aipti 

4700 ni[ Biv ji[vi mL[. 

 

 

CRUDE OILWEEKLY CHART 

SILVER:- GTiD[ 37,000 ni sl Y) Kr)d) j kr) 

Skiy an[ uprmi> 40,000 ni sl Y) v[ciN kr) Skiy 

n)cimi> 37,400 ni[ Biv ji[vi mL[,an[ uprmi> 

39800 s&F) ni[ Biv aiv) Sk[. 

 

 
GOLD:- n)cmi> 31,000 n)c[ 

close aipti 30,400 s&F) ni[ Biv 

aiv) Sk[,GTiD[ 30,400 n) r[ºjmi> 

Kr)d) krv) 30,225 ni[ sl riKvi[ 

uprmi> 31,000 ni[ Biv ji[vi mL[. 

 

SILVER WEEKLY CHART 

NATURALGAS:- 172 ni[ mjb&t 

support C[ 172 ni closing sl Y) 

Kr)d) kr) Skiy uprmi> 182 s&F) ni[ 

Biv aiv) Sk[ 183 n) r[ºjmi> 184 ni 

sl Y) v[ciN kr) Skiy, n)cimi> 172 s&F) 

ni[ Biv ji[vi mL[. 

 

GOLD WEEKLY CHART 
NATURALGAS WEEKLY CHART 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

USDINR: : uCiL[ 65.60 Y) 65.80 n) r[ºjmi> v[ciN kr) Skiy 66.10 ni[ 

sl riKvi[ n)cimi> 65.10 Y) 64.72 ni[ Biv aiv) Sk[,n)cimi> 64.70 Y) 64.89 

n) r[ºjmi> Kr)d) krv) 64.00 ni[sl riKvi[ uprmi 65.43 Y) 65.80 ni[ Biv 

ji[vi mL[. 

 

GBPINR: : uprmi> 93.63 pr close aipti 94.07 s&F) ni[ Biv aiv) 

Sk[ 94.07  upr b[ (dvs close aipti 95.50 s&F) ni[ Biv aiv) Sk[. 

 

USDINR CHART 

GBPINR CHART 

EURINR: : uCiL[ 81.50 n) r[ºjmi> v[ciN j krv&  82.08 ni[ sl 

riKvi[ n)cmi> 80.30 s&F) ni[ Biv ji[E Skiy 

 
EURINR CHART 

JPYINR: : uCiL[ 61.30 Y) 61.60 n) r[ºjmi> v[ciN krv&> 61.99 ni[ 

sl riKvi[ n)cmi> 59.65 ni[ Biv aiv) Sk[. 

 

JPYINR CHART 



 

Conclusion - We recommend to buy the stock at levels of 1000-1040. One can allocate up to 10% of 

his/her portfolio in this demerger opportunity. Any decline of stock below 1000 should be considered an 

opportunity and the stock should be added aggressively 
 

Calcutta Electric Supply Corporation CESC 
Demerger  

 

 
CESC is a RP-Sanjiv Goenka Group company that is engaged in power generation and distribution. The company 

also has a presence in retail, BPO services and infrastructure, and other businesses. CESC is planning to demerge its 

businesses into four verticals – distribution, generation, retail and other businesses. The idea behind the move is to unlock 

value for shareholders, provide flexibility in accessing capital and prepare a focused strategy for sustained growth. 

In our view the demerger into four separate businesses would drive value through unlocking the potential of the 

distribution and retail businesses. The company’s distribution business offers lower earnings volatility amongst power 

companies and generates over 20% return on equity. It will also be the only company to offer pure-play power distribution 

among listed companies. Spencer’s (retail business) too is likely to turnaround and can command premium valuations on 

listing separately. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Demerger 
 

As per the scheme of arrangement, the multiple businesses of CESC would get demerged into individual entities and get 

listed separately. Post demerger, the four distinct entities would be as below: 

CESC – This will house power distribution businesses of Kolkata, Howrah, Greater Noida and distribution 

franchisees of Kota, Bharatpur and Bikaner. 

CESC Genco – This will be a pure play power generation company with a portfolio of Thermal, Wind and Solar 

assets. 

Spencer’s Retail – This will be a debt free company and will house the organized retail and apparel brand of the 

company. 

CESC Ventures – This entity will house all the other businesses like BPO Services (FSL), Shopping Mall, Real estate 

and FMCG business 

The share allotment ratio will be following: a CESC shareholder holding 10 shares in the company will get 5 shares 

each in CESC Ltd and CESC Genco, 6 shares in Spencer’s Retail Ltd and 2 shares in CESC Ventures Ltd. 

 

Value unlocking 
 

Over the years CESC has become a diversified company with core businesses of power generation and distribution 

subsidizing other businesses like retail, real estate, BPO, etc. The proposed restructuring wherein the businesses will be 

separated and listed subsequently would provide an exit opportunity to investors who may prefer to invest in a particular 

segment of the business and not in other. 

Power generation – On Standalone basis CESC owns and operates four thermal power plants with generation capacity 

of 1,125 MW. While on consolidated basis, CESC owns a total capacity of 2530 MW as it added 1200 MW thermal 

capacity (viz. 600 MW Chandrapur plant – Dhariwal Infrastructure and 600 MW Haldia project), 146 MW of wind mills, 18 

MW solar power project and 40 MW coal reject based power plant. 

Company’s power generation business has been performing satisfactorily, except for Chandrapur plant which is yet to 

sign PPA for its 300 MW of capacity out of total of 600 MW. 

The untied capacity of 300 MW at Dhariwal has the potential to enter into a regulated PPA with CESC’s Noida 

distribution circle in 2-4 years. In the interim, the untied capacity will look at opportunities in the merchant power market 

(Maharashtra is a possibility). Improved utilisation at Dhariwal will lower plant-level losses which would boost CESC 

Genco’s earnings. For instance, while Haldia Energy reported EBITDA of Rs 930 crore in FY 17, Chandrapur reported only 

Rs 75 crore EBITDA and Rs 484 crore loss while the capacities at both the units are same. Thus, even a PAT breakeven at 

Dhariwal will result in substantial improvement in profitability of the company and the same is achievable if the company is 

able to enter into PPA for untied 300 MW capacity. 

It is important to note here that the approximate cost of setting up a power plant is ~ Rs 5 crore per MW. 

Distribution business – As far as distribution business is concerned, CESC distributes electricity to more than 3.1 

million consumers spread over 567 sq. Km of Kolkata and Howrah. Further, it also distributes electricity in 335 sq. Km. 

area of Greater Noida and has distribution franchisee in Kota, Bharatpur and Bikaner. 

The distribution business generates nearly 20% ROE and would be the only listed power company with such high 

ROEs. It will also be the only company to offer pure-play power distribution which has relatively lesser risks such as fuel 

costs and uncertain tariff rates. 



 

Further, the company’s distribution franchise business for Kota, Bharatpur and Bikaner is quite an asset light model, 

wherein the CAPEX would be employed only for strengthening of existing infrastructure with company attempting to 

reduce the AT&C losses from around 24-29% currently to around 15% in next 3 years. 

Spencer’s Retail – CESC has presence in organized retail through Spencer’s Retail Limited (brand name: Spencer’s). 

The company has around 124 stores, including 39 hypermarkets spread over 35+ cities. The company is planning to roll-out 

50-60 hypermarket stores over next four years. Spencer’s has been recording strong growth with sales/sqft increasing from 

Rs 1,060/- per month in FY 12 to Rs 1,576 per month in FY 17. Similarly the store EBITDA/sqft has increased from Rs 27/- 

per month in FY 12 to Rs 101/- per month in FY 17. 

Since the last few years the management has been focusing on higher margin apparel business. Further, it has closed 

down several loss-making stores and now focusing more on large format stores. 

So, while the company is yet to breakeven, its performance has been improving continuously and the management is 

hopeful of Spencer’s achieving EBITDA breakeven in FY 18 and PAT breakeven in FY 19. In FY 17, Spencer’s reported 

Rs 17 crore EBITDA loss against Rs 87 crore EBITDA loss in FY 13. 

CESC Ventures – This Company will house the BPO Services (FSL), Shopping Mall, Real estate and FMCG 

business. 

First source Solutions (FSL) is the BPO services company of CESC with the latter acquiring majority stake in FSL in 

FY 13. FSL’s Client base includes 17 Fortune 500 and 10 FTSE 100 companies. FSL is in the business of providing 

Business Process Management (BPM) services in customer management, transaction processing and collections to Fortune 

500 and FTSE 100 companies in the USA and the UK as well as to companies in India in the healthcare, telecom and media, 

banking, financial services and insurance and the mortgage sectors. 

CESC holds around 55% stake in FSL and the same reported Rs 280 crore PAT in FY 17. The current market 

capitalization of FSL is around Rs 3,900 crore. 

As far as the Mall and Real estate business is concerned, the company owns and operate “Quest” Shopping Mall, 

built on 3 acres of land in Kolkata. The mall offers 415,000 sq. Ft. retail area and has been witnessing strong footfalls of 1 

million + per month. 

Besides, the company is also implementing a residential project in Haldia, spread across 3.5 acres of land. 

 

Sum of the parts valuation 
 

Overall, if the Spencer’s Retail and Dhariwal power plants are able to achieve PAT breakeven or report much lower 

losses in FY 19, on consolidated basis the company can report PAT in the range of Rs 1,100-1,300 crore against current 

market cap of Rs 13,000 crore. 

For Sum of the parts valuation (SOTP) of de-merged CESC, we have relied on the estimates of various brokerages, 

which comes in the range of Rs 15,580 crore market cap to Rs 18,120 crore market cap. At current equity base of 133 crore 

the same translates into stock price range of Rs 1,170 to Rs 1,360. 

Distribution business – The estimated market cap is in the range of Rs 7,240 crore to Rs 8,200 crore. 

Generation business – The estimated market cap is in the range of Rs 5,650 crore to Rs 7,500 crore. 

Spencer’s Retail business – The estimated market cap is in the range of Rs 835 crore to Rs 2,620 crore. 

CESC Ventures – The estimated market cap is in the range of Rs 1,840 crore to Rs 2,440 crore. 

As observed in most of the cases, the stock price of company undergoing demerger usually appreciates closer to the 

ex-date; so our strategy with respect to CESC de-merger will be to exit from the stock before the ex-date if the stock price 

appreciates to 1150 or thereabout. 

 

Risks/concerns 
 

Demerger is basically a play on value unlocking with there being no anchor price as such as in the case of de-listing 

or buy-back. Therefore, if in the interim the market corrects sharply, the expected valuations will get de-rated. 

 

CESC has gotten NCLT’s approval for going ahead with the demerger of the company into four separate entities. 

However, the demerger is contingent on WBERC approving the Power Purchase Agreement (PPA) between CESC’s power 

generation and distribution entities. WBERC had ruled against the demerger on technical grounds due to the PPA between 

CESC’s distribution and generation entities. Thus, if WBERC doesn’t approve the de-merger, the opportunity will stand 

void and there could be 10-15% loss on the opportunity. 

Delay in breakeven or higher losses in retail business will impact the valuations of Spencer’s retail; thereby impacting 

the overall potential for returns. 

Delay in securing PPA for Chandrapur plant- Dhariwal Infrastructure could result in continued losses at the unit and thereby 

lower valuations for CESC Genco. 

 
 

 

 
 

 


